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CHAPTER 11 
ADMINISTRATING THE 
NON-MUSLIMS AND THE 
'QlJESTION OF JERUSALEM' 
AFTER THE YOUNG TURK 
REVOLUTION 
BEDROSS DER MATOSSIAN 
The historiography on the Young Turk Revolution of 1908 in general 
has mainly concentrated on the impacr of the Revolution on the 
Oeroman Turkish sociery. Rarely do we sec works thar deal with the 
impact of the Revolution on the non-dominant groups in the Empire 
from a comparative perspective. How did the different ethnic groups 
view the Revolution? How did the Revolution influence the dynamics 
of power inside chese groups? What were the [elations between the 
Revoluti on and the religious groups within the Empire? H ow did the 
local /central government view the transformations taking place among 
the non-Musl im communities in the provinces? These and other ques-
tions stili preoccupy historians of the Ottoman Empire and the mod-
ern Middle East. This article discusses the impact of the Young Turk 
Revolut ion on the different ethno-religious gtOUps residing in one of 
the most contenti ous cities of the Ottoman Empire: the Old City of 
Jerusalem,} 
The Young Turk Revolution of 1908 led to a radical upheaval in the 
dynamics of power within the ethnic groups in [he Ottoman Empire. 
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Jerusalem, with its Armenian and Greek Patriarchates and the Chief 
Rabbinate, became a focal point of a political power struggle among 
Jews, Armenians. and Greeks. The imporcance that the cthno-rel igious 
and secular leadership in Istanbul gave [0 the crisis in Jerusalem 
demonstrates its centrality in the Empire's ethnic policics and shows 
how the question of Jerusalem became a source of conflict between 
the different political forces that emerged after the Revolution. The 
Revolution gave the dissatisfied elements within these communities 
an opportunity [0 reclaim what they thought had been usurped from 
them during the period of the anden regime. 
Hence, in all three cases studied in this article these communities 
internalized the Revolution by initiating their own micro-revolutions 
and constructing their own ancNn r/gimes, new orders, and victo-
ries. This chapter illustrates the commonalities and the differences 
between the three cases and contends that post-Revolutionary ethnic 
politics in the Empire should not be viewed solely through the prism 
of political parties. Rather these ought to be examined in the light 
of ecclesiastic politics, which was a key factor in defining inter and 
intra-ethnic politics. While the Revolution aimed at the creation of a 
new Ottoman identity, which entailed that all the ethnic and religious 
groups be brothers and equal citizens, it also required that all the 
groups abandon their distinct religious privileges. This caused much 
anxiety among the ethnic groups whose communities enjoyed the 
reli~ious privileges bestowed on them by the previous regimes. Thus, 
despite its proclaimed aim to undo ethno-religious representations, the 
Revolution nevertheless reinforced religious politics in Istanbul as well 
as in Jerusalem. 
In the Jewish case, the center of power remained within the Chief 
Rabbinate (bahamballtA:,). The election ofHairn Nahum as the Empire's 
Chief Rabbi in 1909 strengthened the hamamball~s role as the ethno-
religious representative of Ottoman Jewry, but this became increas-
ingly difficult in a period where new actors entered the public sphere. 
In order to oppose the influence of the Alliance Israiliu UniverHile (AIU) 
in Istanbul, based on its extensive educational system, the Zionists 
founded theif own institutions like the Maccabi gymnastic club 
branch, which became an important society that gained momentum 
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in the post-revolutionary period.2 The Zionists, who aimed at winning 
over the public opinion ofehe Sephardic Jewry for their activities, were 
considered an undesirable clemenc by the ChiefRabbinarc and by some 
other prominenc Sephardic figures who feared chat Zionist national 
activity in Palestine would enrage the Turkish and Arab populations. 
Hairn Nahum. with the aid of David Fresko, the ediror of HI Tiempo, 
a Ladino daily published in Istanbul, became the main opponents of 
Zionist activities in the Empire. Fresko wrote a series of articles attack-
ing Zionism, which were later published in a bookler.3 Concomitantly, 
however, the Chief Rabbinate's predisposition against the Zionists was 
also the result of the ongoing rivalry be[:w~en various Jewish ,institu-
tions such as the strife between the Zionists and graduates of the AIU 
schooling system. 
In the Armenian case~ the Revolution brought about a change of 
leadership and the transfer of power from the Armenian Patriarchate 
in Istanbul [0 the Armenian National Assembly (ANA), which became 
the representative of the Gregorian Armenians in the Empire.4 The 
downfall of Patriarch Maghakia Ormanian whose tregime was nothing 
more but a miniature Ottoman ancien regime in the national arena~,~ 
represented the beginning of a new era. This is because the Armenian 
ancien rlgimB was embodied in one person: Patriarch Ormanian. The 
editor of the Armenian daily newspaper in Istanbul, Pllzantion named 
after the editor's first name, described his dominance in the commu-
nity this way: ~He was eve:ythjn~ and as Louis XIV said "l'etat c~st 
moj"·Otmanian also could ·have dedared more accurately that "1 am the 
Patriarch, Patriarchate, Religious Council, Political Council, Economic 
committee, financial trustee, judicial committee, and educational 
committee .. ,.6 In fact, Ormanian was criticized by the Armenian revo-
lutionary groups for his policies in general and his ~collaboration' with 
the Yddlz Palace. The Armenian Revolutionary Federation's official 
organ, Drosbak [flag], hailed the collapse of Ormanian and heavily 
criticized him by calling him the 'Tatar Patriarch', who was mourning 
the Revolution like his superior, i.e. the Sultan? Thus, the Revolution 
became a milestone in defining intra-ethnic relationships in the 
Armenian miiletofthe Empire. It resulted in a micro-revolution, culmi-
nating with the reinstatement of the Armenian National Constitution, 
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the (rc:)opening of the: Armenian National Assembly, and the: dection 
of Madteos III Izmirilyan as Patriarch. Unlike the Jewish case, the 
ANA during the post-revolutionary period included representatives 
of most of the Armenian political currents (the Dashnaks, Hunchaks, 
and Ramgavars), and became a batcleground between the different 
Armenian political groups. ]n addition, the Revolution also paved 
the way for the strengthening of Armenian political groups in the 
Empire, most prominently the Dashnaks. which, by propagating their 
significant role in the Revolution, attempted [0 strengthen their sta-
[US in Armenian circles and claimed [0 be the representative of the 
Armenian echnic group in the Empire. 
Finally, the Revolution caused some erosion in political and social 
stability in the Empire~s Arab provinces by challenging the politics 
of notables. [n some areas it succeeded in changi ng the dynamics of 
power by creating new political actors, such as the zaJms of Beirut. In 
other geographical regions such as Damascus, however, it was unsuc-
cessful, as local notables and the itlema remained the most influential 
elements of society. In general, though, the Revolution seems to have 
had more impact on Arab Christians. specifically the Arab Orthodox 
community of Palestine. the third group examined in this chapter. 
In particular, it led to the emergence al-NaI.JJa al-UrtbllJuksiyya [the 
Orthodox Revival] and led growing numbers among the Orthodox 
community to identify themselves with the Arab National movement. 
This Orthodox Revival would not have taken place without the exist-
ence of cultural nationalism among the Palestinian Christian elite at 
the end of the nineteenth century. This cuimrai nationalism was a 
by-product of the reforms in the nineteenth century specifically in the 
fields of law and education. missionary activities, and the development 
of print capitalism in Palestine that shaped tan imagined community 
that came to describe itself as Palestinian'.8 
The Revolution of 1908 and 'La Kestyon del 
Gran Rabino de Yermalayim' 
The impact of the Revolution on the Jews of the Empire should be 
analyzed from two perspectives. One pertains [0 the micro-revolution 
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char occurred inside the Jewish millet. whereas the other pertains [0 
the increased Zionist activities in Istanbul after t he Revolution. The 
Revolution paved the way for Jewish movements in the Empire [0 start 
nor only reforming its own communities, btl[ also [0 take an active 
pacr in the political and economic life of the Empire. However. unlike 
in the Armenian case. the transition of p ower in the Jewish case met 
wi t h resistance by people loyal [0 the former regime ofMoshe Halevi. 
It is worth noting here chat the Chief Rabbinate of Istanbul was cre-
ated in 1835 by the appointment of Avraham Levi as the Chief Rabbi. 
His position was recogni zed by the Ottoman government, making 
him both the temporal and the spiritual leader of the Jewish commu-
nity. H owever. this newly created position remained marginal until 
1860. In 1872 Moshe Halevi was appointed as the kaymakam {substi-
tute] of the Chief Rabbinate. The historian Avraham Galante argues 
that Halevi was nor a person of initiative and action and that he did 
nothing. because his patrons kept him under t heir control. and that 
this ultimately resulted in disorder in the administration and reck-
lessness in finances9. Moshe Halevi did not hold elections until the 
Young Turk revolution. thus demonstrating his reluctance to bring 
about change within t he Jewish communi ty of the Empire. 
After the Revolution, Haim Nahum was appointed the kaymakam 
of the Chief Rabbinate in Istanbul.lOThis led to an uproar among those 
who remained loyal to the previous administration in the Jewish mil-
let. The tensions emanating from this appoinrment should be viewed 
as the outcome of the tensions existing between the Zionists and the 
AIU. In one letter. while commenting on maneuvers by t he German 
Orthodox J ews during the el ections. N ahum clearly states: ~In any 
case. if I am elected. it wi II really be a victory for the All iance, because 
a very strong campaign is being conducted against our society',lI This 
tension was fueled by the rivalry between Germany and France, which 
aligned with the Zionists and the Alliance respectively fo r influence 
over the Jews of the Empire.12 
Shonly after the July Revolution, on 24 J anuary, 1909 H ai m 
N ahum was elected baUambail by 74 votes ,13 His opponents chal-
lenged the election arguing that only three quaners of the delegates 
had voted.14 O n the other hand, David Fresko's El Tiempo announced 
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that the results were: received with joy and happiness from all the prov-
inces of the Empire, as evidenced by the numerous telegrams, letters 
and articles char [he newspaper rc:cc:ivc:d,11 
Immediately after his accession letters began [0 pour into the office 
of the 1J4/Jamball from che provinces demandi ng the dismissal of thei r 
spiritual heads.16 ~[r is ro be noted with regret', claimed The Jewisb 
Cbronicle fcom London, tthat. with the exception of Salonica, which 
has a worthy spiritual chief at its head in the person of Rabbi Yalakov 
Meir, all the Jewish communities in Turkey are administered by 
Rabbis who are not cultured, and are imbued with ideas of the past',I7 
Rabbi Nahum mentions chis in a letter addressed to· Jacques Bigar-t 
the secretary general of the AIU in Paris: 
Feelings are still running very high, and I receive telegrams 
every day from the different communities in the Empire asking 
me for the immediate dismissals of their respective chief rabbis . 
Jerusalem, Damascus, and Saida [Sidon} are the towns that com-
plain the most about their spiritual leaders. I am sending Rabbi 
Habib of Bursa to hold new elections in rhese places.18 
Demonstrations againsr their respective rabbis were held 10 
the Jewish communities of Damascus, Sidon, and Jerusalem.19 In 
Damascus, the people demanded the removal of Rabbi Merkado 
Alfandari 'who has a mentality and an education that is not at all com-
patible with the new order ofthi ngs3.20 ln Sidon the people demanded 
the removal of the Chief Rabbi under whose administrative tyranny 
the population suffered for many years,.21 In Jerusalem, letters were 
sent to the Grand Vizierate and the Ministry of lnterior demanding 
the removal of Rabbi Panigel who was only appointed provisionally.22 
The governors of these localities also telegraphed the Sublime Porte 
arguing in support of the demonstrators. In response, the Minister of 
Justice wrote ro rhe kaymakam demanding thar he take aerion with-
out delay. On 3 September, 1908 the Secular Council (mec/is-i cismani) 
convened under the presidency of the kaymakam Rabbi Haim Nahum 
and decided to dismiss these three Rabbis.23 Of these dismissals, the 
question ofrhe Chief Rabbinate of Jerusalem was the most important. 
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Ie is a good illustration of the ways the different factio ns within 
the Empire's Jewish community competed with each ocher after the 
Revolution.24 The question of Jerusalem was high on the agenda of the 
ChiefR abbinare of Istanbul, not only because of its strategic posi tion, 
but also because of the infighting there between chose who supported 
the AIU and those who supported the Zi onists . 
The struggle over the position of the Chief Rabbinate of Jerusalem 
began after the death of Chief R abbi Ya'akov Sha'u! Elyashar.2' In 
1906, the governor of Jerusalem. Re,id Pa~a, appointed Rabbi Shlomo 
Man; as kaymakam and ordered him to hold elections for the post of 
IJaUamball. Two groups were in the running. One supported the candi-
dacy of Hairn Moshe Elyashar,26 the son of the deceased~ whereas the 
second backed the cand idacy ofYa"akov Meir, a graduate of the AIU.27 
The latter group was composed of liberals such as Albert Antebi (the 
representative of the AIU j n Palesti ner8 and Avraham Almal iach.29 
while the fo rmer was headed by well -established Sephardi fam ilies 
who wanted to maintain the status quo. Most of the other oriental 
Jewish groups (Yemenites, Bukharjans~ Persians) supported Rabbi 
Ya"akov Meir with the hope that if elected, their political status would 
improve. Local Jewish newspapers took opposing stances. Habazeleth. 
for instance, supported Elyasbar, while Hasbqafa supported t he candi-
dacy ofYacakov Meir. 
The elections were held and Rabbi Yatakov Meir emerged as the 
winner. The Ashkenazi community did nor participare in rhe elec-
tions and complained ro the kaymakam in Isranbul Rabbi Moshe 
H alevi thar Albert Antebi had influenced the governor and prevented 
them from casting bailors. Rabbi Moshe Halev; in t u rn annulled the 
elections and removed Rabbi Yatakov Meir. However, as Rabbi Meir 
was on good terms with the incumbent governor of Jerusalem he did 
nor leave his post unci I the arrival of the new governor ~Ij Ekrem 
Bey, after which he left for Salonica.30 Rabbi Moshe Halevi then 
appointed R abbi Eliyahu Moshe Panigel , Elyashar's father-in-law, 
to be the kaymahnn of Jerusalem and oversee the elections for t he 
new Chief Rabbi .3l The kaymakam of the Isranbul Chief Rabbinate. 
Rabbi Moshe Halevi, along w irh the conservatives, backed Rabbi 
Panigel.32 
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With the appointment of Rabbi Panigel the struggles once 
more began between the two camps. The Ashkenazi community of 
Jerusalem supported Rabbi Panigel whereas the supporters of Rabbi 
Ya"akov Meir opposed him. Those who supponed him presented his 
incumbency as an era when the community and its insricucions had 
flourished. However, Rachel Sharaby notes chat according to the 
newspaper Habazeleth he mismanaged the affairs ofche community.33 
He raised the taxes of his opponents and marginalized the Yemenire 
Jews who were supporters of Rabbi Yatakov Meir. Panigel became 
close [0 the German-Jewish Ezra socicrr4 in order to coumeract the 
efforts of the AlU in Jerusalem.3' However, the situation changed 
with the Revolution, the election of Haim Nahum as the kaymakam 
of the Chief Rabbinate of Empire and the appointment of a new gov-
ernor of Jerusalem. This was a great boon for the opposing camp 
in Jerusalem, the supporters of Rabbi Yatakov Meir. Rabbi Haim 
Nahum agreed to the demand of Albert Antebi and his movement 
[0 dismiss Rabbi Panigel and on the 4 November, 1908 he sent a 
telegram to Rabbi Panigel ordering him to resign and appoim a new 
kaymakam who would oversee rhe election of the Chief Rabbinate of 
Jerusalem.36 This move caused much excitement in the city's Jewish 
community. 
Haim Nahum appointed Hezkiya Shabatai, the Chief Rabbi of 
Aleppo as the kaymakam of Jerusalem and ordered hi m to hold e1ec-
tions.37 However, he failed to do so because rhe Panigd camp refused 
to cooperate.38 For their part, the Ashkenazi leadership refused to rake 
any side, pardy because of their disappointment with Panigel. Unable 
to hold elections, he returned to Aleppo and appointed his friend Rabbi 
Nahman Batito as the locum tenens in Jerusalem.39 However, Batito as 
well was unable to hold elections, despite the fact that five candidates 
were nominated. Once more, the whole issue was stalemated because 
of the pro-Panigel and the anti-Panigel movements. This led Rabbi 
Haim Nahum to pay a special visit to Jerusalem to force a compromise 
in which Rabbi Yatakov Meir would be appointed Chief Rabbi and 
Rabbi Panigel would be his deputy. However, the Jewish community 
of Salonica made sure that Rabbi Meir did not leave his position there. 
The situation stagnated until Rabbi Haim Nahum removed Batito 
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from his posicion and appointed t he R abbi of Rhodes, Moshe Yosef 
Franco, as chief Rabbi of Jerusalem.40 
To conclude, the Revolution Jed [0 a seriow crisis within the Jewish 
commun ity of Jerusalem. It resulted in the escalation of imer-com -
munal tensions over the elections of the Chief Rabbi of Jerusalem. 
Unlike the Armenian case, however, the struggle within the Jewish 
community of Jerusalem divided the community inro two camps: One 
camp (the liberals) supporting the candidacy ofYa'akov Meit and the 
ocher camp (the well -established Sephardi families) supporting the 
candidacy of Elyashar and Panigel. The barrles between these two 
camps also reflected t he struggle between different intcrest groups 
that intensified after the Revolution. 
The Question of Jerusalem (Erusagh!mi khnti<e) 
and Armenian Attempts of Centralization 
The Armenian presence in Jerusalem dates back to the Byzantine period 
in the fourch century when an influx of Armenian pilgrims came to the 
city after the discovery of the Holy Places of Christianity, traditionally 
ascribed to Saint Helena, the mother of Emperor Constantine 1.41 The 
current Patriarchate came into existence in the first decade of the four-
teenth century when the Brotherhood ofSt.James42 proclaimed irs head, 
Bishop Sargis , as patriarch. Eventually the Armenian Patriarchate of 
Jerusalem exercised its authority in Palestine, southern Syria, Lebanon, 
Cyprus and Egypt. During the Ottoman period and after the creation 
of the Armen ian Patriarchate of Istanbul, the Ottoman state forced all 
the Armenian ecclesiastic centers in the Ottoman Empire to obey the 
newly created rel ig ious order in the capital. This subordination was 
mainly characterized by administrative affairs and did not encompass 
the recogni tion of the Patriarchate of Istanbul as a higher religious 
authori ty. The Armenian Patriarchate of Jerusalem had no choice but to 
adapt itself to the new situation. However, the Armenian Patriarchate 
of Jerusa lem may have actua lly benefited from this situation because 
it received financial assistance from the Patriarchate of Istanbul as well 
as the support of the wealthy Armenian Amira class in its struggle to 
preserve its rights in the H oly Places.43 
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When the ANA was established following the promulgation of 
the Armenian National Constitution in 1863 [as pace of the Tanzimat 
reforms}, it [Ook on the right [0 elect the Patriarch of Jerusalem from an 
iniriallist of seven candidates presented by the St. James Brorherhood. In 
addition, it had the right [0 supervi 5<: the fi nances of the Pacriarchare. In 
the second halfofrhe ninereemh cemury the Patriarchate of Jerusalem 
opposed these measures. Sultan Abdiilhamid H seemed to have shared 
the same views as the Patriarchate of Jerusalem and in 1888 he issued 
an edict in which he confirmed the election of Patriarch Haroutiun 
Vehabedian and restored the auconomous status of the Parriarchare.44 
In the pre-Revolutionary period, during Patriarch Haroutiun 
Vehabedian's reign (1889-1910), the Armenian Patriarchate of Jerusalem 
was in disarray. Some members of the Parriarchate's Brotherhood, taki ng 
advantage of the Patriarch's old age, ran the affairs of the Patriarchate 
by appropriating huge sums of money.45 Prior to the 1908 Revolution. 
Patriarch Maghakia Ormanian (1841-1918) sent an investigative com-
mission to Jerusalem to put things in order.46 Though the commis-
sion did not achieve any substantial results, it led to the banishment 
of many members of the Brotherhood to areas outside Jerusalem. The 
disorder and chaos continued until the Revolution. 
The Revolution brought with it hopes of freedom, equality and jus-
tice. and ushered ina new era by getting rid of the ancien regime. It was 
in this new era that the majority of the members of the Brotherhood of 
St. James saw the Revolution as the ultimate opportunity to reform the 
Patriarchate. In their quest for reform the members of the Brotherhood 
were also able to mobilize a segment of the Armenian community of 
Jerusalem. On 25 August 1908 the Bcotherhood convened a Synod and 
decided to call back all the exiled priests of the Patriarchate to remedy 
the situation.47 After several failed attempts to convince the Patriarch, 
the Brotherhood sent another letter, this time with the signatures of 
23 priests from the Synod informing the Patriarch that the Synod has 
decided on [he return of the exi led priests:{B 
However, when the third letter from the Synod also went unan-
swered, the Synod drafted a request for the dismissal of the Grand 
Sacristan [LuJararpet), father Tavit, who according to them was not 
qualified to fulfill his duties.49 Members of the Synod argued in this 
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lettcr that in addition [0 failing [Q protect some important Armenian 
rights in the Holy Places, he was the main reason for the banish-
ment of many members of the Brotherhood.'o When all these efforts 
failed, [he Synod appealed co the ANA in Istanbul, and the ~question 
of Jerusalem~ (ErJlsagbemi khntirl) became one of the most important 
subjects of debate in this body, a face which highlights its policy [0 
centralize the administration. as will be seen below. 
As tensions between the local lay community and the Patriarchate 
intensified, Avedis, the aid of the Patriarch. complained to the local 
government that members ofrhe lay community were going to anack 
the Patriarchate. The local community, for its part, appealed to the 
governor of Jerusalem and requesred the removal of Avedis.51 As a 
result, the Patriarch's deputy. Father Yeghia, sent a letter to the locum 
lenem52 in Istanbul, Yeghishe Tourian, the president of the ANA, 
in which he denounced the underhanded activities of Avedis and 
the Grand Sacristan Tavit. The governor of Jerusalem investigated the 
situation and, in order to mollify the local population, ordered the 
Patriarch to remove Avedis from his posr.53 In response the Patriarch 
banned two priests [0 Damascus, an act which led the members of the 
Brotherhood to send a letter of prorest to the ANA. In addition, they 
demanded the expulsion of father Sarkis. Tavit, and Bedros who had 
exploited the adminisrrative incompetence of Patriarch Harouriun.54 
The reading of the letter in the ANA fueled a heated debate among 
the deputies as to what needed to be done. Deputy Shahrigian Efendi 
explained that the issue was two-fold, the fiest pertaining to the reor-
ganization and the second pertaining to finding a remedy for the dete-
riorating situation in the Patriarchate of Jerusalem. Deputy Djivanian 
answered that there were more essential issues co tackle than the 
Jerwalem problem and protested the interference of the local govern-
ment in the affairs of the Brotherhood." Meanwhile, the chairman 
stated that a letter had arrived from the Patriarch of Jerusalem arguing 
that members of the priesthood had attacked the Patri archate and that 
he was resigning from his position.56 Deputy Manougian responded 
that the National constitution obliged the Armenian National 
Assembly to exert its authority as regards the Jerusalem Question 
when the matrer dealt with national jurisdiction and financial losses. 
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Archbishop Madteos Izmirilyan, who was presiding over the Assembly, 
proposed that a letter be sent to Patriarch Haroutiun indicating thar 
the ANA would deal with the issue of Jerusalem.H After much 
debate,58 the Assembly elected a Jerusalem Investigative Commission 
on 5 December, 1908.'9 The commission thar left for Jerusalem was 
composed of three members, one priest and twa lay people, a choice 
which reflects the extent to which laymen were able [0 play importam 
roles in ecclesiastic politics in [he aftermath ofrhe Revolution. 
However, the members of the Jerusalem Brotherhood opposed 
the recommendations of the commission. When the members of the 
commission fele that their lives were under threat from the Patriarch 
and his clique they returned to Jaffa. On 1 December 1908, Patriarch 
Harouriun sent a letrer to the ANA saying that the Synod had agreed on 
the return of all exi led priests.GO In February 1909, the ANA received 
two letters from the Jerusalem Patriarchate. The first indicated that 
the investigative commission had not yet presented their recommen-
dations to the Synod and had left for Jaffa. The second argued that 
there was no need for an investigative commission when peace and 
order prevailed in the cathedral.61 These contradictory statements 
from Jerusalem elicited much agitated debate in the Assembly.62 
On 22 May the Report ofrhe Investigative Commission was read in 
the ANA after which Patriarch Izmirilyan gave his farewell speech.63 
The Commission criticized the Brotherhood, the Synod and Father 
Ghevont who was regarded as responsible for the appropriation of 
huge sums of money. In addition, the report found Archbishop Kevork 
Yeritsian, the former representative of Jerusalem in Istanbul, responsi-
ble for the deteriorating situation in Jerusalem, and considered him an 
agent of father Ghevont. On 5 July, the Political Council of the ANA 
decided to depose the Patriarch of Jerusalem Archbishop Haroutiun 
Vehabedian according [Q the nineteenth Article of the Armenian 
National Constitution and elect a locum tenens from the General 
Assembly.64 A commission was formed which decided to remove the 
Patriarch from his position and replace him with a locllm tene71s.6~ The 
General Assembly supported the decision of the Political Council and 
decided to appoint Father Daniel Hagopian as a locum tenens. The posi-
tion of the Patriarch in Jerusalem remained vacant from 1910 t01921. 
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In 1921 Yeghishe Tourian66 was elected Patriarch under the regula-
tions ofrhe Constitution of l888, except char confirmation was given 
by the British crown, not by the Sulran.67 
The Revolution led [0 radical changes in the dynamics of power 
within the Armenian Quarter of Jerusalem. The micro-Revolution 
taking place in [he Armenian community of Istanbul prompted [he 
Armenian laity and the Armenian clergy of Jerusalem [0 initiate their 
own micro-Revolution by bringing down their own ancien righne and 
creating their own new order on the model of their counterpart in 
Istanbul. Thus, as a result of the transformations taking place in the 
Empire in general and in the Armenian community ofIsranbul in par-
ticulat, the Armenian communi ty of Jerusalem (both laity and clergy) 
found the Revolution a valuable opportunity to root out those whom 
they accused of unjustly controlling the affairs of the local Armenian 
Patriarchate. When the efforts of the clergy failed they appealed to the 
ANA, demanding its intervention in the crisis. After the revolution, 
the ANA became the most important Armenian religious-political 
cenrer in the Empire. However. when the ANA decided to take the 
matter into its own hands by sending an investigative commission [Q 
Jerusalem, the Jerusalem Patriarchate with its brotherhood, feeling 
that their autonomous status was endangered. immediately resolved 
their differences and opposed any such enccoachmenrs . 
Patriarch Damianos, the Synod, 
and the 'Arabophone Question' 
As of the early years of Christianity t he Arab Orthodox community 
has existed in the region of Greater Syria. Throughout the course of 
history they have concentrated in such cities as Jerusalem. Bethlehem. 
Haifa. Jaffa. and Nazareth. In addition. they formed the majority of 
the Christians in the Arab villages of the Galilee. As a result of the 
Council of Chalcedon in 451 AD. the Patriarchate of Jerusalem was 
established. and given jurisdiction over Palestine and the east bank 
of the Jordan River. During the Byzantine period the Patriarchate of 
Jerusalem became the head of a hierarchy that included in it five met-
ropolitans, sixty episcopacies, and hundreds of monasteries scretching 
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all the way from the southern to the northern parts of Palestine. 
Thus. the Patriarchate of Jerusalem along with the other Orthodox 
Patriarchates (Constantinople, Alexandria and Antioch) became one of 
the most imporram spiritual centers for the Orthodox world. Though 
the Patriarch ofConsrancinoplc: was an ecumenical patriarch. it had no 
spiritual domination over the ocher parriarchares. However, mainly due 
to its strategic posicion as the head of the Greek millet in the Onoman 
Empire and its proximity to the central government, beginning in 
the sixteenth century the Patriarchate of Constantinople exerced irs 
influence over the ocher patriarchates, including Jerusalem. Due to 
this influence. [he Brotherhood of the Holy Sepulcher was exclusively 
made up of the Greek- speaking monks. 6B 
When the Balkan states, starting from Greece, obtained their 
independence from the Ottoman Empire in the nineteenth century 
they established their own national churches as a response to growing 
Hellenism and the influence of the Patriarchate of Constantinople.69 
Concomitantly, the Arab Orthodox elements within the greater Syria 
area were influenced by these transformations and also voiced their 
discontent with Hellenism and the ways the Greek clergy were control-
ling the affairs of the Patriarchate. This came at a time when the Arab 
Orthodox dements argued that their congregations were neglected by 
the Greek Patriarchate, excluded from the administration of the patri-
archate, and were prevented from taking any part in the Patriarchate's 
decision making processes. 
The first manifestation of this discontent took place in 1872 with 
the deposition of Patriarch Cyril in the form of protests and demon-
strations outside Jerusalem.70 A council called the National Orthodox 
Association was set up to represent the gri evances of the local popula-
tion, but subsequently these tensions declined. The second phase of 
the struggle would continue after the Revolution. Interestingly, in the 
second half of the nineteenth century, the Orthodox Russians joined 
the fray and influenced the Arab Orthodox community through the 
Imperial Orthodox Palestine Society established by the Russian mis-
sion?l This Society was sympathetic to the Arab Orthodox contentions 
and aimed at improving their condition through education. By 1895. the 
Society had 18 schools with 50 teachers and more than 1,000 pupils in 
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Palestine. These schools were divided inca three types: boarding school. 
day schools in which Russian was raughr. and village schools under 
[he control of an Arab teacher where studies were conducted in Arabic. 
It was fcom these insricucions and other Western Missionary educa-
tional institutions, such as St, George's School (1899) and the College 
des Freres (1875) in Jerusalem, char a new generation of Arab orthodox 
intellectuals would emecge demanding reforms within their communi-
ties and a greater say in the affairs ofrhe local Greek Patriarchate. 
Hence, the situation regarding the Greek Patriarchate in Jerusalem 
was morc complex than that ofche Armenians or the: Jews. The impact 
of the Revolution on the Greeks should be viewed fmm (wo perspec-
tives: one involves the imernal struggles within the Patriarchate 
between the Patriarch and the Synod, and the other to the resurfacing 
of the (arabophone quesrion' challengi ng the domi nance ofHeilenism.72 
To the Orthodox Arabs of Jerusalem the Revolution meant a greater 
share in the affairs of the Patriarchate. This was also the period in 
which young educated figures within the community such as Khalil 
al -Sakakini (1878-L9S3; an important Palestinian educaror).73 (Isa 
al -(lsa and his cousin Yusuf al-(Isa (both editors of the influemial 
newspaper FiJoJtin),14. and Khalil Beidas, played a dominant role in 
the formation of aJ-NabJa al-Urtbuduksiyya by identifying themselves 
with the Arab National movement. 
AI-Sakakini, for instance, was born into an Arab Orthodox family 
inJerusalem on 23 January, L878. After attending the Greek Orthodox 
School in Jerusalem, he continued his education at the Christian 
Mission Society (CMS) College founded by the Anglican Bishop Blyth, 
and at the Zion English College, both situated in Jerusalem. Later 
he travelled to the United Kingdom and from there to the United 
States where he stayed until the Revolution rranslating and writing 
for Arabic literary magazines on the East Coast and also doing transla-
tions for Professor Richard Gottheil at Columbia University. When 
the constitution was proclaimed in L908, al-Sakakini along with some 
other intellectuals residing in exile returned to their hometowns. In 
Jerusalem. al -Sakakini worked as a joucnalist for the Jerusalem news-
paper al-AsmaJ [named after rhe famous Medieval scholar al_Asmatj] 
and taughr Arabic ar rhe Salabiyya school (Ste. Anne). 
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lIsa ai_lIsa, born in 1878. was a close: friend of al-Sakakini and was 
the editor of Filastin chat was first published on 14 January, 1911 in 
Jaffa. He studied at the Ecole des Freres in Jaffa and then graduated 
from the Greek Orthodox school and seminary in Kifrin in nonhern 
Lebanon in 1897.1~ In 1908 al-'Is. played an important role through 
his articles in the press that srcessed the need to increase the role of 
the Arab Orthodox community in managing the affairs of the Greek 
Patriarchate. 
Khalil Beidas, who was born in Nazareth in 1874 was one of 
Palestine's foremost intellectuals in the early twentieth century. He 
studied at the Russian Orthodox School and the Russian Teachers' 
Training center in Nazareth and graduated from there in 1892 
and became a senior Arabic teacher at the Anglican St. George's 
School in Jerusalem. After travelling to Russia at the end of the 
nineteenth century he became influenced by the ideas of the 
major Russian cultural nationalists such as the writers Fyodor 
Dosroyevsky (1821-1881), Maxim Gorky (1868- 1936), and Leo 
Tolstoi (1828-1910). Upon his return to Palestine, he embarked 
on translating the works of major figures in Russian literature. 
Beidas had very strong connections with the Russian Orthodox 
Church and as a result he became a leading figure in the Arab 
Orthodox community of Palestine and represented their inter-
ests to the Greek Patriarchate. In addition, through his journal 
al-Naja'is al-'Asyiyya [Modern Treasures], Beidas became a key 
proponent of the Palestinian national movement. The Young Turk 
Revolution was a turning point for these intellectuals, who saw 
the period as one in which they could represent the interests of the 
Arab Orthodox community in a more active way. 
The Constitution that was reinstated after the Revolution con-
tained a provision which became the source of all subsequent tensions 
between the Arab Orthodox community and the Patri archate on the 
one hand, and the Patriarch and the Synod on the other. It gave the 
Arab Orthodox community the opportunity to have a greater say in 
its own affairs as well as those of the Patriarchate, as attested in the 
diaries of Khalil al-Sakakini?6 The provision found in Article LIt of 
the restored Ottoman Constitution stated that in each qada [district] 
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there would be a council of each community residing in t he area. The 
duties of chis council included: 
1) The administration of the revenues of immovable and capital sums 
subject [0 pious endowmenrs (waqf) according [0 the stipulations of 
the fou nders and consistent: with previous customs. 
2) The use of properties designated for philanthropic aims comply-
ing with conditions prescribed in the endowment deeds rdaring 
thereto. 
3) The administration of the properties of orphans in compliance with 
the special regulations on this subject. 
On 15 September, 1908 six priests and fifteen lay notables of 
Jerusalem announced the election of a council of forty w ith the aim 
of carrying ou t the provisions of Article Ill. On 25 Seprember, 1908 
rhe reques t was submined ro Parria rch Damianosn by fa rher Khalil. 
AI-Sakakini explains in his memoirs : 
The Parriarch said: (For four or five generarions rhe Church 
has adhered [0 a well-a k nown policy necessi rated by condi -
tions and siruations. Now that there is a new constirucion this 
policy should be changed but we do not know what measures 
will be taken until the Parliament convenes. For that reason I 
cannot give you a positive or a negative response. It seems [Q me 
rhat you moved too quickly and it would be much better if you 
waited unci I Parl iamenr convenes, si nce by then we might be 
able to initiate a gradual reform.,78 
AI-Sakakini mentions that the deputation told rhe Parriarch that it 
was not irs intenti on to undermine the rights of t he Patria rchate, but 
rathe r to attempt [Q restore the usurped rights of the community.79 
The Parriarch explained to rhe deputat ion the legal position of the 
Patriarchate and proposed the appointment of a mixed commit-
tee to discuss it.80 The commiuee met several tim es ro d iscuss the 
implications of the provisions, but during the third meeting irs lay 
members put forward eighteen demands. On 22 October, 1908 the 
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Patriarch rejected these demands but it was arranged that a mixed 
commitcce would look into (he mancr.S] On 1 November the com-
mince presented a demand to the Patriarch in the form of an ulti-
matum in which it called for the formation of a Mixed Council [0 be 
chosen annually. The Mixed Council would consist of six members 
of the clergy and six members of the lay community. This demand, 
which was based on the recenrly established model that existed in the 
Patriarchate of Istanbul, was rejected by the Patriarch, a situation lead-
ing to increased tensions within the communiry.82 The Patriarch sent 
letters [0 the central government in Iscanbul asking for their inter-
vention. The church of St, James near the Holy Sepulcher, which was 
frequented by the Arab Orthodox clergy and community members of 
Jerusalem, was closed in order to avoid disturbances during the feast 
of St. James. On 24 November the local Arab Orthodox population 
organized a demonstration and it was decided to send a deputarion to 
Constantinople.83 The tensions between the lay Arab-Orthodox com-
munity and the Greek clergy rapidly spread to other dties of Palestine 
such as Jaffa and Bethlehem.84 Some five thousand members of the 
community went on a religious strike, boycotting the churches. Due 
to the fact that St. James was closed they conducted their service in 
the Cem etery of Zion.8' Meanwhile the Patriarch submitted a peti-
tion to the Grand Vizier in which he represented the position of the 
Patriarchate and further argued that the local community was already 
benefiting from the church's revenues and thus there was no need to 
form such a committee. 
Members of the Synod of Jerusalem, mostly consisting of Greeks, 
were not happy with the way the Patriarch was handling the issue. 
They thought that he was sympathetic to the demands of the Arab 
laity and accused him ofworking without the approval of the Synod.86 
His decision to compromise rather than make a clear decision in favor 
of the Patriarchate was perceived as highly dangerous. In an official 
meeting the Synod decided unanimously that the Patriarch should 
resign and if he refused to do so he would be deposed. However, when 
the Patriarch refused to resign two members of the Fraternity were sent 
on the night of 26 December ro the governor [0 announce his deposi-
tion. The Synod pronounced him incapable of assuming the burden of 
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his office.s7 T he deposition (pavsis) was approved at rhe general meet-
ing of rhe Brotherhood rhe next day, and Archbi shop T iberias was 
el ected as rhe locum tmen; (Topoleretes).88 
When t he Brotherhood saw chat rhe depositions did nor work they 
resoncd [0 kalbaircsis which implied t har it 'altoget her and perma-
nently ex tingui shes rhe clerical character of the person affected '.99 The 
Patriarch, neven hdess , di d nor rei ingu ish hi s responsibilit ies and je was 
decided to postpone rhe katbaircJ1J umil after Orthodox Christmas. T he 
main problem was chat rhe locllm tenens was recognized by rhe govem-
m em on ly on 2 February, 1909. This in i[self imp lied rhe deposi tion 
of Damian os. As a resule the local Arab Orthodox population reacted 
negatively to t he decision in the ci ti es of Bethlehem (especially during 
Chri stmas}? Jaffa and R amie. Upon hearing the news in J erusalem rhe 
community members occupied the Patriarchate in Jerusalem.90 T he 
Patriarch refused to comply wi t h t he deposi rion o rder and demanded 
rhat the central government send an inves tigat ive commission . The 
governm ent consented and afte r some delay dispatched a commi ttee 
of t hree members~ under the pres idency of N azim Pa§a. the Governor 
of Syria - a clear sign of t he con fli ct's signi ficance. On 8 February 
the committee reached J erusa lem and tried in vain to bring abour a 
compromise.91 This coinci ded with politi ca l changes in Istanbul when 
Hilmi Pa§a became the Grand Vizier. He decided to summon both rhe 
Patriarch Damianos and the two Archi mandrites who were responsi -
ble for the m ovement against him to Istanbul. The Patriarch, however. 
di d not travel to Istanbul, claiming ill health. Things became worse 
when t he locum tenem died , and the Synod elected a new /octun tenens 
who was never recognized by t he government. On 1 March, Nazim 
Pa~a announced that (he would not be responsible fo r t he safety of 
anyone un less the Synod and rhe Brorherhood on thar day recognized 
Damianos'.92 The Synod t hereupon capi tu la ted and passed a resolution 
recognizi ng Patri arch Damianos. It was on ly on 25 J uly? 1909 thar t he 
Ecumenical Patriarch of Istanbul recognized him as Patriarch.93 
O n 8 March, 1909 the Synod reversed irs previous decision to 
reduce the rental a llowances of rhe Orthodox Community. On 26 J u ly 
representat ives of local lay community vi sited Istanbul to di scu ss t he 
demands of the community. On 12 October the committee returned 
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to J er usa lem . In Novem ber it became: obvious t hat the govern ment's 
response would be favorable to the Patriarchate, a fact whi ch caused 
agitation. T he substance of [he decision was announced in December 
1909, but it was not u ntil 30 May L910 chat t he full tex.t was pub-
lished .94 The laity had six principal dem ands: co have a constitution for 
t he communal councils in accord ance with Ar ticle 11 1 of rhe O etoman 
Consti tution . a m ixed cDu ne; t on [he model of Ista n bul, admi ssion of 
n ative Arab P alestinia ns ( 0 the m onasteri es a nd th eic prom otion to al l 
ecclesiastic ranks, increased representation of local inhabitants in t he 
election of patr iarchs, bishops required to live in their D ioceses, and 
f inally monks to be prohibi ted from engag ing in secuLar occupat ions . 
In g eneral the govern ment's deci sion was very favorable to the 
Brotherhood, as most of the demands of the community were rej ected. 
T hese dem ands , whi ch entail ed g reater participation of t he laity in 
t he affa irs of the Patriarchate, were consi dered a t hreae to the H el lenic 
and eccl esiastic nacure of the Bro therhood . H owever, one concession 
was m ade: the establi shment of a Mi xed Council for certai n purposes 
and the assig nment of one-thi rd of the revenues of t he Patria rchate 
to the Council. Some Ch ristian Arabs viewed rhe report wirh dismay 
and cyni cism. On t he ot her hand others saw it as a source of hope that 
by m eans of their infl uence in t he newly constituted M ixed Council 
t he educati onal rig hts of their children might at last be recognized .95 
Subsequent controversies took p lace afterwards. It was only in 1913 
t ha t all the tensions were d iss ipated duri ng a vis it by Acmi B ey, the 
O ttom an Min ister of J ustice. In 1914 the Orthodox church of St. J ames 
was op ened again to public service and the Pat ria rch cdebrated mass 
t here. 
Conclusion 
In an era of ri sing nationa li sm s, nation st ates, and increased g lobal 
com m uni ca t ion, ethnic poli ti cs in rhe O nom an Empire intensified 
after the R evolution of 1908 and becam e one of the maj or catalysts in 
t he precipitation of iorer-echnic tensions, cu lminating in the di ssolu-
t ion of t he Empire . Despi te the fa ct that t he Revolution opened new 
ho ri zons and new opportun ities for the ethnic groups, it also created 
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severe challenges both for the architects of [he Revolurion and t he eth-
nic groups. The post-Revolutio nary period became the li t mus rest for 
the endurance/susrainabi\i ry of che main principle of the Revolut ion: 
the crcarion of an Greaman identity based on equality, fraterniey and 
libc£cY, whose allegiance wou ld be [0 the Empire. Achieving chis goal 
was extremely difficult in a p eriod when all ethno-rel ig ious groups in 
the Empire bega n projcn ing t hei f own perception of what it meant 
to be an Onoman citizen. Many of chese ethnic groups viewed the 
Young Turk Revolution as t he beginn ing of a new era in which the 
emphasis was to be more on na tiona l idenriry. a byproduct of moder-
niry. In th is equac ion of modern icy, ic was hoped chat echnic groups 
would be represented based on che ir universal/nac ional identicy racher 
than on an ethno-rel igious basis. Ottomani sm was to be che ri ri e of 
rheir book wirh rheir particu lar ident iries as che subcides. However. 
as seen, the outcom es of the Revo lurion were contradic£Ocy in that ic 
was not able co eliminate religious representari on. On rhe contrary, 
rhe governmenes open supporc fo r all rhe religious leaders illus traces 
irs reluccance [0 emphasi ze the separate narional characcer of chese 
communi cies. 
The contesred ciry of J erusalem pcovides a good case study of rhe 
struggles and complexities of the post-Revol ucionary period. ]n rhe 
confi nes of the old cicy walls t he echoes of the Revoluci on broughr 
hope to the disenchanted elements in these communiries. In al l che 
three cases discussed in this chapter the R evolmion prompted major 
changes in the dynamics of power wirhin chese communi t ies. The 
waves of micro-revolutions taking p lace wichi n rhese communit ies in 
Isranbul echoed in Jerusalem. W hat foll owed was an internal strug-
gle becween che different elements of these communities, a struggle 
that can be besc undersrood as one tak ing place between secul ari sm/ 
relig ion on t he one hand and localism/nat ionali sm on rhe ocher. 
In the Armenian case, when the ANA of Istanbul. represent ing 
the A rm enians of the Onoman Empire decided co rake the maner 
inca irs own hands, rhe Jerusalem Patriarchate with ics brotherhood 
felt t hat their autonom ous status was endangered and immed iately 
resolved their differences and opposed any such external encroach-
m ents. In t he Jewish case the struggle be rween rhe pro-Panigel and 
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anti - Panigel factions became a microcosm of struggle between the dif-
ferent political and social trends emerging in t he Empire. The case 
of t he Greeks was unique in that unlike the Jews and Armenians, 
the community was ethnically different from char of the religious 
hierarchy. The Revolution rhus proved to be a defining momem for 
the Arab-Orthodox communities in Palestine to achieve what they 
had aimed for, namely to abolish the H el lenism thar had ruled the 
Patriarchate for centuries and to rake on a dominant role in the affairs 
of the Patriarchate. The reluctance of the Ottoman government to sup-
port the Arab Orthodox la ity and thel r open support for the estab-
lished religious hierarchy reveals the contradictory dimension of· the 
Revolution, which ostensibly sought to undetmine religious represen-
tations and create a secular Ottoman citizenship. One explanation for 
this behavior is that the central government did not want to encourage 
the Arab-Orthodox. community which was going through a process 
of national reviva l because of their direct involvement in the Arab 
national movement. It should be borne 10 mind that at the t ime mem-
bers of this community played an important role in the rise of Arab 
nationalism in general, and Palestinian nationalism in particular. The 
growing nat ional sentiments among the Arabs as well as other ethnic 
groups were considered by the Young Turks as a threae co the integrity 
of the ir vision of the Empire. ]n order to undermine the development 
of these identit ies they were apparently ready (0 jettison the major ide-
als of (he Revolution. 
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